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Unfolded in vacuo lysozyme folds into native, quasinative, and compact structures
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We show that the relaxation dynamics of unfoldedin vacuolysozyme is not random. Analyses of molecular
dynamics trajectories in a convenient space of molecular shape descriptors reveal a ‘‘favored’’ pattern of
transitions leading to stable conformations. The relaxation paths exhibit a balanced change in shape features:
globular spheroids are formed slowly enough to allow the proper entanglement of secondary-structural ele-
ments. The present study shows that a proteinin vacuo can actually~re!fold into native and quasinative
structures. The driving force for these transformations is intrinsic to the polypeptide chain.
@S1063-651X~99!12605-9#

PACS number~s!: 87.15.Aa, 36.20.Ey
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I. INTRODUCTION

Studies of protein folding and unfoldingin vacuoand gas
phase are changing the way this phenomenon is perce
both experimentally and theoretically@1–3#. In particular,
mass spectrometry of biomolecular ions is providing insi
into the conformations accessible to proteins in absenc
solvent@1,2,4–6#. However, it remains an open question ho
in vacuounfolded structures evolve on relaxation. Establis
ing whether they fold, or instead collapse in a random w
is an important issue, one whose answer may shed ligh
the role of solvent in biomolecular folding. This is the iss
we consider in this work.

The question of how denatured proteins in solution fo
into their native conformation, i.e., protein folding mech
nisms, is a central problem in theoretical biophysics@7–12#.
Nevertheless, the emerging picture is not yet fully satisf
tory. The process is thought to be driven, to a large extent
solvent effects. In particular, the final steps of folding, i.
‘‘the endgame’’@13#, are believed to be controlled by hydro
phobic interactions and side-chain packing forces. Howe
an important piece of information is lacking: the behavior
the system in absence of solvent. Following current ideas
unfolded proteinin vacuo would not necessarily fold to a
physiologically active conformation, since the fundamen
hydrophobic driving force would be absent. In fact, befo
the results provided by ion-mass spectrometry of biom
ecules, the very concepts of folding and unfolding of p
teins in vacuodid not receive much attention@14#. This situ-
ation is rapidly changing@1–6#.

When employing molecular dynamics~MD! to simulate
the behavior of proteins far from the native conformatio
one of the problems resides in the construction of a me
ingful configuration space for the unfolded state@15#. The
simulated unfolding of disulfide-intact lysozyme in absen
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of water @16# yields a sequence of transient structures co
patible with a nonequilibrium refolding experiment in sol
tion @17#. Here, we retain the hypothesis that this MD sim
lation produces configurations representative of the unfol
statein vacuo@16#. Setting up conditions to simulate foldin
in vacuofrom these unfolded structures, we have carried
a number of relaxation dynamics each lasting at least 1 ns
absence of explicit water in the simulation, any unfold
transient should somehow reorganize itself. However, if s
a reorganization were to take the form of a random collap
it would be just the opposite of a ‘‘folding process.’’ Her
we show that the relaxation of unfolded lysozyme follow
instead special paths, thus suggesting the presence of a
defined folding processin vacuo.

II. METHODS

In order to assess the nature of the structural rearran
ments along the relaxation trajectories, we use global m
lecular shape descriptors that combine information on
geometry and topology of the protein backbone. Three
ingredients characterizing polymer shape are considered
size of the chain, given by the standard radius of gyrationRg,
its anisometry, measured in terms of asphericityV @18#, and
a measure of transient entanglement between loopsN̄
@18,19#. The asphericity,V, is given in terms of the principa
moments of inertia of thea-carbon backbone$l i , i 51,2,3%:

V5
1

2 H (
i 51
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.

In a spheroidal globule,V50. In cigar-shaped molecules
V' 1

4 . The degree of entanglement in a given polymer co
figuration is conveyed by the mean overcrossing numbeN̄
defined as the number of projected crossings between b
bone bonds, averaged over all projections@19#. In closed
form, we have@20#
ic
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whereg i is the segment connecting thei andi 11 a carbons
and ġ i its parametric derivative along the backbone. In ro

like chains N̄'0, whereasN̄ increases as the chain se
entangles. Helical motifs tend to produce higher overcro

ing numbers thanb sheets. However,N̄ is an intrinsic global
property of the backbone, and thus it is independent of h
the elements of secondary structure are defined. Althoug

geometrical descriptor,N̄ behaves as a weak topological i

variant for DNA knots@21,22#. In the present context,N̄
depends on the transient entanglements within the backb

of lysozyme. The descriptorsN̄ andV are generally uncor-
related, although large size and very elongated shapes
only be reached at the expense of reducing entangleme

The relaxation trajectories have been determined w
GROMOS87 @23#. The neutral protein model including pola
hydrogens (D4 parameter set! was used, where hydroge
bonding is represented via electrostatic interactions@24#. For
each unfolded structure, obtained from previous denatu
simulations@16#, unfolding conditions are switched off, an
a Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution atT5293 K is
used. The trajectories are weakly coupled to a Berend
thermostat@25#. With in vacuo boundary conditions, the
whole system can freely rotate after equilibration. Tempe
ture was constant during the trajectories. The cutoff
short-range nonbonded interactions was 0.8 nm, while it
1.3 nm for long-range~Coulomb! interactions. No periodic
boundary conditions were imposed, andSHAKE was used for
bond-length constraints@26#. The integration time step use
was 2 fs. Most of the trajectories were followed for 1.1 n
while some of them were extended up to 5 ns~see below!. A
control run with these relaxation conditions shows a fu
stable structure in a 1 nslong trajectory having most of the
characteristics of the crystal structure. This will be referr
to as thein vacuonative structure~IVNS!.

All the relaxation paths exhibit essentially a one-st
change in molecularsize~as characterized byRg) @27#. Once
the initial relaxation has taken place,Rg remains virtually
constant, although lysozyme still undergoes significant in
nal reorganizations. Moreover, most of the pathways ge
ated settle down at similarRg values, despite large differ
ences in secondary structure. This lack of discrimination
Rg as a shape descriptor is known@18#. Here, we monitor

insteadN̄ and V, which better describe the fluctuations
molecular shape@18,28#.

Using the information from our relaxation MD simula
tions, we have established the interplay between molec
shape and accessible configurations. Below, the follow
questions are addressed.~a! Are there favored patterns o
molecular shape changes along the relaxation paths
would allow us to properly talk of a ‘‘folding process’’?~b!
Is there an interrelation between the formation of sphero
globules and the extent to which the chain is self-entangl
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III. RESULTS

In order to contrast the shape features found during re
ation transitions, Fig. 1 shows a (N̄,V) map for representa
tive chains withn5129 monomers. We include all nativ
proteins with the same number of residues as 1 hel lysozy
the starting point for the unfolding simulation.~Excluding
redundant and obsolete entries in the Brookhaven PDB, th
are 145 structures in this class, 105 of which are lysozym!
The figure includes the approximate location of some rep
sentative tertiary folds. Also, we computed the configu
tionally averaged shape descriptors for off-lattice se
avoiding walks with variable excluded-volume interactio
~dashed line!. Values for V and N̄ above the dashed line
correspond to conformations with intramolecular interactio
that arenot globally attractive. Native states of globular pro
teins appear well below this line. Noncompact native fo
~e.g., those of the viral capsids or immuglobulins! appear in
regions of low entanglement, whereas nonglobular folds w
high a-helical content~e.g., that of cytochromec8) appear in
regions of higher entanglement and high asphericity. Fina
we note that mutations in the lysozyme sequence can
duce a small~5%! variation in the mean overcrossing num
ber of 1 hel. This noise is equivalent to an averaged cros
root-mean-square deviation~RMSD! below 0.06 nm for the
set of lysozymes.

The computer-generated unfolding path@16# is indicated

FIG. 1. Anisometry-and-entanglement map for the native fo
of all available single protein chains withn5129 amino acid resi-
dues. Black squares represent the 40 ‘‘nonlysozyme’’ prote
whereas the cluster of gray squares represents the lysozymes
traced backbones indicate qualitatively the approximate locatio

the (N̄,V) map of the tertiary fold for a representative protein. T
dashed line on the top represents the average behavior for off-la
self-avoiding walks with variable excluded volume, 129 monome
and a constant bond length of 0.38 nm, representative ofCa-Ca

distances. The circles stand for walks with 0.15 and 0.2 nm rad
of excluded volume.~Error bars are 95% confidence intervals.! The
limit values for theaveragedshape descriptors in random walk

i.e., those with no excluded volume, areV'0.098 andN̄'80.4.
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by squares in Fig. 2. We note two distinct features.~a! Be-
fore complete unfolding develops, there is a short-lived c
tinuum of intermediate structures with similar entanglem
to native lysozyme, but forming a less spherical globule.~b!
The fully unfolded structures~top left corner! are very
stretched configurations (V'0.23), yet exhibit a residua
degree of organization in their loops, as manifested by
series of transitions in entanglement betweenN̄'33 andN̄
'25. These structures are found above the dashed lin
Fig. 1, indicating the dominance of repulsive forces.

Theoretically, two limiting behaviors connecting the e
treme unfolded and the IVNS can be conceived on
(N̄,V) map: ~i! relaxation paths dominated by initial co
lapse~decreasingV at constantN̄), followed by increasing
entanglement at constantV, ~ii ! paths controlled by an initia
increase ofN̄, at constantV, up to the value representativ
of the native structure, followed by collapse towards the
tive asphericity. The latter paths would transit regions ch
acteristic of self-avoiding walks with decreasing exclud
volume ~see Fig. 1!. The former paths would instead vis
regions representative of noncompact native folds~see Fig.
1!. The relaxation trajectories in Fig. 2 show neither limitin
behavior.

Let us discuss some particular examples. As seeding
figurations for relaxation, we have used unfolded transie
with a wide range of distortions. In all cases the unfoldi
was significant@16#, with Rg values ranging from 1.4 nm@for
R560(0.21)# and 1.8 nm@for R575(0.72)# to 3.6 nm @for
R990(1.66)#. ~The IVNS hasRg'1.3 nm. The RMSD in nm
with respect to the crystal structure is indicated in parent
sis. The codeRxxxfor the relaxation trajectory indicates th
time, as ‘‘xxx’’ in ps, for the unfolding intermediate used a
starting structure for relaxation.! The diverse behavior in re
laxation indicates that there is a manifold of accessible p

FIG. 2. Molecular shape map for the unfolding and folding pa
ways of 1 hel lysozyme. The unfolding path, leading from the
tivelike structure to centrifugally distorted elongated proteins,
indicated by squares, corresponding to sequential snapshots
rated by 5 ps. Relaxation pathways are indicated with lines.
arrows indicate the time evolution along the trajectories. The
open circles near the bottom represent the structure of native 1
protein in the crystal~bottom left! and thein vacuonative structure
prior to unfolding~bottom right!.
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ways leading to persistent~stable! intermediates. Since ful
unfolding begins att5550 ps, configurations that wer
slightly perturbed @e.g., R560(0.21) or mildly perturbed
R570(0.48)# lead back to the quasinative fold and, for th
sake of clarity, are not displayed in Fig. 2. Nontrivial rea
rangements are found when configurations picked up late
time are allowed to relax. Of a different kind are th
R575(0.72) andR580(0.93) trajectories that relax followin
a qualitative pattern of shapes similar to those of the unfo
ing trajectory. However, the details of the processes are q
different. TheR575 relaxation, also omitted for clarity, ex
hibits a transition in two steps leading to a structure akin~but
not equal! to the IVNS. In contrast, theR580~full black line!
relaxation stops at a continuum of persistent structures
from the IVNS, i.e., a set of non-native structures.~For a
more detailed analysis ofR575 andR570, see below.!

Figure 2 shows also the relaxation of three conformatio
found further into the unfolding trajectory@R700(1.35),
R900(1.66), andR990(1.70)]. The starting conformation
are very elongated and they behave initially in a similar m
ner: they map the left middle region of the (N̄,V) map,
above the line characteristic of off-lattice self-avoidin
walks. The relaxation processes favor a rapid reduction
asphericity ~i.e., compaction! leading to more spheroida
configurations. However, these transient features donot pro-
duce stable intermediates. In all cases, the pathways ‘‘ba
track by inflating.’’ That is, the transientsregain asphericity
and return to the swath of molecular shapes characteristi
the unfolding path. TheR900 ~dashed black! and R990
~gray! trajectories lead to more spheroidal transients a
their relaxation into prolate structures is accompanied by
increase in entanglement. There is a moderate reductio
asphericity along theR700 ~light gray! trajectory. In this
case, the protein rapidly ‘‘swells’’ back with little change i
entanglement.~These three reorganizations take place at v
tually the same values of RMSD with respect to the IVN
although the structures are different among themselves.! The
analysis of the relaxation trajectories shows that lysozy
forms two sets of stable intermediates, nativelike and n
native. Members of each class evolve while maintaining v
tually constant mean size, as indicated by the RMSD andRg
values~data not shown!. The changes in overcrossing num
ber suggest an internal reorganization taking place by l
diffusion.

Figure 2 shows there is a balanced interrelation betw
entanglement and anisometry along the relaxation paths f
highly unfolded structures. It would appear that, in order
reach persistent~stable! intermediate structures, two types o
situations arenot favored:~1! the formation of early globular
conformations with little secondary structure~leading to low
V and lowN̄ values! or ~2! the formation of early conforma
tions with high organization of secondary structure~leading
to high N̄ and intermediateV values!.

We can regard the structures mapped during the re
ation of lysozyme in the context of the molecular shapes
native folds of proteins withn5129 residues. A compariso
between Figs. 1 and 2 indicates that some intermediates
hibit shapes representative of nonglobular proteins.~One
must allow for a small shift in shape descriptors between
‘‘native’’ structure in vacuoand that in the crystal.! For in-
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stance, the molecular shapes at the first persistent contin
for the R575(0.72) trajectory are akin to those ofa-helical
bundles, whereas theR900(1.66) trajectory visits shape
comparable to mostlyb folds ~e.g., azurins and immunoglo
bulins!. Our results suggest that relaxation pathways are
ased towards stable alternative structures that are reaso
options for a protein of the same length as lysozyme. Pic
rially, one can appreciate the extent of the structural reor
nization from Fig. 3. For theR990(1.66) trajectory, dramati
rearrangements take place without explicit presence of wa
The unfolded structure reduces its asphericity while form
intermediate secondary structure elements. Thereafter, it
flates’’ with apparent increment of secondary structure e
ments. The system attains a non-native folded conforma
with stationary RMSD andRg while subtle changes tak
place as revealed by the average overcrossing descripto

IV. DISCUSSION

Our main finding is that lysozyme foldsin vacuo. The
relaxation processes started from the unfolded structures
nal the occurrence of nonrandom events. Instead of a sim
random collapse path, our trajectories elicit what may pr
erly be called a ‘‘folding process.’’

An enlarged (N̄,V) diagram is shown in Fig. 4 for thre
trajectories leading to a region near the native fold. The le
perturbed trajectory@R570(0.48) in full black line# contracts
rapidly into a series of structures similar to~though slightly
more spherical than! the native state. On the other extrem
the R575(0.72) trajectory~in light gray! shows a ‘‘two-
state’’ refolding transition.~These ‘‘states’’ are of course
continua of interconvertible conformers sharing similar m
lecular shape features.! The two ‘‘states’’ in theR575 trajec-
tory are qualitatively different. The first ‘‘state,’’ which i
sustained for around 0.8 ns, corresponds to an ensemb
flexible structures, where asphericity and mean numbe
overcrossings vary over a range of values. The sec

FIG. 3. Molecular shape map for representative tertiary fo
found along theR990 relaxation trajectory. Black squares and tim
in picoseconds indicate the position of the snapshots. As a re
ence, we include a snapshot of thein vacuonative structure~IVNS!
prior to the onset of unfolding.
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‘‘state’’ is sustained for over 4 ns, and it has a unifor
oscillation in V over time but a slow increase inN̄ values.
This change indicates a steady ‘‘internal diffusion’’ whe
loops, strands, and helices accomodate relative to each o
while remaining constant both in size and anisometry.

A ‘‘three-state’’ refolding transition to the continuum o
native structures is found in a trajectory with intermedia
perturbation@R571(0.52), in gray#. Moreover, this transition
is achieved by following a pattern akin to the one observ
in more distorted configurations.~a! After an initial contrac-
tion leading to ‘‘state-1,’’ there is an ‘‘inflation’’ transition
from ‘‘state-1’’ to ‘‘state-2.’’ This transition is characterize
by an increase in backbone asphericity and a decreas
entanglement complexity.~b! A transition takes place afte
around 300 ps, where ‘‘state-2’’ is transformed into ‘‘stat
3’’ ~coinciding with the IVNS! by a decrease in asphericit
and a 10% increase in entanglements. As far as we kn
this is the first evidence of successful refolding of
significantly-distorted protein conformationin vacuo, via
MD simulations.

The examples in Fig. 4 underscore the subtle interp
between molecular shape and configurational fluctuati
during refolding. In no case have we observed refolding a
result of a random search within shape space@29#.

This delicate balance of motions must depend on the
ture of the intramolecular interactions. For this reason,
have tested to what extent a change in the attractive term
the van der Waals force would affect the relaxation proce
Figure 4 illustrates the effect of doing this change with tw
examples. The trajectoriesA andB ~dashed black lines! cor-
respond to MD simulations of refolding where theC6 coef-
ficients of the Lennard-Jones pair potential are increased
50%. In trajectoryA, we started the refolding from the sam
initial configuration used for theR575 trajectory. The same

s

r-

FIG. 4. Effect of pair interactions over the refolding trajectori
leading to quasinative folds. TheR570,R571, andR575 trajectories
lead to quasinative conformers by using none, one, or two inter
diate ‘‘states,’’ respectively.~In the case ofR571, the final struc-
tures after 2 ns are indistinguishable from fluctuations of the na
statein vacuo. The three ‘‘states’’ in theR571 trajectory are labeled
1,2,3.! The trajectories labeledA and B are recomputations of the
R575 trajectory in which the attraction has been made more do
nant ~see text!. In caseA, the changes in the force field derail th
prior refolding pattern.
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procedure was used for the trajectoryB, but in this case the
simulation started from thelast configuration reached after
ns along theR575 trajectory. Consistent with our discussio
above, Fig. 4 indicates that a scaling in the van der Wa
attractive interactions does not accelerate refolding but
actually change the refolding path. By making the interact
more attractive, the system appears to rigidify, thereby los
its capacity to relax the anisometry. Moreover, the confor
ers undergo a slight isotropic contraction leading to an
crease in loop entanglement. These two results are consi
with the occurrence of configurational frustration@14#. In-
deed, trajectoryA ‘‘recoils’’ towards the dashed line in Fig
1, suggesting that the protein is unable to reorganize fur
globally. We also note that, as shown by caseB, a stronger
attraction doesnot make the conformers more globular.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The global similarities among ‘‘productive’’ pathways
i.e., those yielding persistent folding intermediates, is an
portant finding of this work. The descriptors presented all
one to monitor all configurational transitions, including tho
during which molecular size or relative deviations from t
IVNS remain constant. A recurrent pattern emerges: refo
ing to any stable intermediate~not necessarily native! is a
compromise between forming a spheroidal globule and p
ducing a large loop entanglement. This behavior suggest
initial ‘‘step’’ for refolding midway between the configura
L.
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e
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-
ent

er
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tional collapse and the formation of secondary structur
Moreover, we have shown that there is an ensemble of ‘‘p
ductive’’ paths, where folding to reasonable tertiary stru
tures can start from a variety of conformers. These ini
conformers were conjectured to be representative of the c
figurational space of the unfolded state. From these analy
the existence of protein folding processesin vacuo can be
inferred. The ensemble of structures along relaxation pa
epitomized by Fig. 3, may widen our understanding of c
rent models for protein folding.

To conclude, this work shows that intramolecular forc
can drive a folding process in total absence of solve
Wolynes’ conjecture@14# that proteins may foldin vacuo
finds here a numerical support. The conditions are now r
to reassess the details of the protein folding mechanisms
establish the specific effects of the solvent@30,31#. The
knowledge of thein vacuobehavior may become an essent
piece in solving the puzzle of protein folding@9,12,32–35#.
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